
questions about the whereabouts of some-
thing he does not see but the learner does.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the following guidelines
might prove helpful in forming classroom
questions:

1. Always have a purpose for your
questions, other than testing the student’s
knowledge of form.

2. Ask for information you do not share
with your learners, but make sure they
have it, because you do not want to be
confined to clichés.

3. Try to contextualize your questions and
make them as learning based as possible.

4. Do not let questions and answers be-
come only one-way activities: questions
from teachers and answers from students.

The act of teaching will help the teacher
think and devise Q and A classroom activi-
ties that are appropriate and that add to
meaningful communication. With a little
care, teachers can develop constructive Q
and A tasks that benefit all students.
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Learner-Centered
Listening 
Assessment

C H R I S T I N E C O O M B E

A N D J O N K I N N E Y

The purpose of this article is threefold.
First, we will briefly define what is meant
by a learner-centered approach. Second,
we will provide a rationale for infusing
learner-centered techniques in a class-
room assessment. Third, we will suggest a
framework and specific activities for in-
corporating learner-centered classroom
assessment techniques.

To date, the idea of learner-centered
approaches to assessment, particularly in
the area of listening comprehension, has
not been fully explored. Although the no-
tion of learner-centeredness has been ap-
plied successfully to teaching practice
(Campbell and Kryszewska 1992; Deller
1989), methodology (Nunan 1988; Tudor
1997), curriculum development (Nunan
1988), and learner training (Wenden
1986; Wenden and Rubin 1987; Oxford
1990), little mention has been made of the
possibility of applying learner-centered
techniques in assessment. This is espe-
cially true in the area of listening assess-
ment, where the testing process itself may
not reflect learner needs (Rost 1990) but
where assessment serves as a key source
of motivation for many learners.

Learner control vs. quality control

The lack of response from testing spe-
cialists with regard to applying learner-
centered techniques to the assessment of
language skills, like listening, is not sur-
prising given the natural tension between
learner control and quality control in lan-
guage testing. While advocates of learner-
centered approaches propose giving
learners control over various aspects of
language learning, testing specialists
maintain that assessment practices should
be guided by the cornerstones of good
testing, that is, validity, reliability, practi-
cality, and washback (Alderson, Clapham,
and Wall 1996), and not by individual
learners themselves.

ELT practitioners can accommodate
both increased learner involvement in
skill area testing and still maintain high
testing standards. Classroom assessment
offers an ideal environment for piloting
and implementing learner-centered as-
sessment techniques. Unlike national or
standardized exam situations, in class-
room testing situations teachers often
have control over exam development and
administration. The classroom assessment
environment provides opportunities to
hand over decision-making duties and
creative tasks to learners.

A learner-centered approach 

A learner-centered approach in lan-
guage instruction is founded on the con-
cept that the learner is central in the
learning process. Learners learn primarily
because of what they bring to their class-
room experience in terms of their per-
ceived needs, motivations, past experi-
ences, background knowledge, interests,
and creative skills. Learners are active as
opposed to passive recipients of knowl-
edge. They may assume a decision-making
role in the classroom, often deciding what
is to be learned, through which activities,
and at what pace. Learners can also pro-
duce materials and provide realia for the
classroom. Teachers, on the other hand,
are seen as facilitators, helpers, and re-
sources (Campbell and Kryszewska 1992),
with a decentralized role.

Rationale for learner-centered
assessment

Advocates of learner-centered teach-
ing methodologies and curricula argue
that involving learners enhances motiva-
tion, which in turn heightens achieve-
ment. Learner-centered approaches offer
additional benefits for the classroom
teacher including constant needs analy-
sis, reduced prep time through the use of
student-generated materials, peer-teach-
ing and correcting, increased group soli-
darity, a decentralized teacher role, in-
creased understanding of student
concerns and problems, learner-training
benefits, and finally, increased maturity
and responsibility among students.

Classroom teachers can expect similar
benefits from adopting assessment prac-
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tices that utilize learner-centered tech-
niques. Classroom teachers who involve
their students in test development, admin-
istration, and marking may find their stu-
dents becoming more motivated and re-
sponsible. 

Learner involvement in classroom as-
sessment can also raise both teacher and
learner awareness of learning and test-
taking strategies. Involvement will addi-
tionally help students to identify their own
strengths and weaknesses. Finally, a
learner-centered approach to assessment
will promote student autonomy and inde-
pendent learning skills.

Testing the listening skill

Listening has been frequently identi-
fied as a skill area that is often tested but
rarely taught (Tauroza 1997). Even in
nonassessment situations, most classroom
listening activities center around some
prelistening task followed by listening to a
monologue or conversation and answering
some form of comprehension questions
that are then evaluated. Feedback con-
sists of students comparing their answers
with a “correct” answer. 

Many proponents of communicative
language teaching advise, however, that
language teachers shift from an orienta-
tion of “we will teach only what we can
test” to finding ways to evaluate those
skills that are important for learners (Sav-
ignon 1985). A learner-centered approach
to listening comprehension assessment
would provide classroom teachers with an
excellent opportunity to discover what
learners value in listening.

Steps to incorporate learner-
centered techniques in listening
assessment

Incorporating a learner-centered ap-
proach to listening assessment entails
three necessary steps. First, classroom
teachers should evaluate the learner-cen-
teredness of their present assessment
practices. Second, teachers need to iden-
tify the areas in listening assessment (i.e.,
test development, administration, mark-
ing) in which learners can be actively in-
volved without compromising standards or
upsetting local educational practices. Fi-
nally, teachers need to develop, pilot, and

include learner-centered listening assess-
ment activities into normal classroom rou-
tine.

The checklist (see Figure 1) is a tool
that teachers can use to evaluate the
learner-centeredness of their current lis-
tening assessment practices. After teach-
ers have evaluated the learner-centered-
ness of their current assessment practice,
they need to identify specific areas in lis-
tening assessment in which their students
could be actively involved. 

The classroom assessment process is
usually divided into three major phases:
test content and development, administra-
tion, and marking. In the test content and
development phase, teachers identify skill
or sub-skill areas to be tested, choose top-
ics or themes, and select and write test
questions and instructions. In the test ad-
ministration phase, teachers make deci-
sions regarding when to give the test, how
to arrange student seating, what equipment
and media are needed (audiotape, video-
tape, live reader), and what interaction and
extra materials are allowed. This is the
phase in which all administrative testing
policies and procedures are addressed. 

Once tests have been administered, they
need to be scored. Important areas such as
developing marking criteria, deciding who
marks the test, and checking and recording
scores need to be considered.

Assessment activities

Although classroom teachers usually
assume full responsibility for all aspects
of the testing process, each phase in the
assessment process offers valuable oppor-
tunities to involve learners. The teacher’s
role should be to decide which area(s) are
appropriate for student involvement as
well as to design and monitor activities in
which students take responsibility for cer-
tain aspects of the listening assessment
process.

The following sample activities involve
students in deciding what is to be tested,
selecting or producing appropriate materi-
als, writing test questions, administering
listening tests, and scoring such tests. All
of these activities can be adapted for dif-
ferent skill areas in addition to listening.

Student-generated exams. Students
design and produce listening tests which
they later administer and score. Typically,
student-generated exams are produced in
groups and given to other groups of stu-
dents. Student-generated exams provide
teachers with interesting insights into what
information and skills students value.

Test committee activities. Different
groups of students are given different test-
related responsibilities. Such responsibil-
ities can be rotated over time, so all stu-
dents have opportunities to be involved in
various aspects of the test.

Legislative activities. Students are
given certain decision-making powers re-
garding their tests. Such powers might in-
clude agenda-setting, voting on various
aspects of test content, administration,
and marking.

Producing an answer key. Students
work in groups or as a class with a written
transcript of the listening passage they
heard in order to produce a key that will
be used to mark their tests.

Peer-correction. Students are re-
sponsible for accurately marking and
scoring each other’s tests.

Self-correction. Students are respon-
sible for accurately marking and scoring
their own tests.

Important considerations

When identifying target phases in the
assessment process and selecting and
planning specific activities, teachers
should consider several important issues:

Classroom context. How will class
size, grouping (ESL/EFL), seating ar-
rangement, and available equipment af-
fect the expected outcome?

Student population. How will stu-
dent-related factors such as age, maturity
level, student conduct, proficiency level,
range of abilities, or gender affect their
ability to participate successfully in se-
lected learner-centered activities?

Test weight. How important is the
test?

Practicality. How much or how little
will the anticipated student involvement
hinder or expedite the assessment process?
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How learner-centered is your classroom assessment? 

Directions: Write a number from 1 to 5 in the boxes to indicate the extent of student involvement in your
current assessment practices. Use the following scale:

1 never my students
2 sometimes my students
3 50/50
4 usually my students
5 always my students

Test Content and Development
❏ Who chooses the topics or themes?
❏ Who selects the testing formats or tasks?
❏ Who selects or writes the text?
❏ Who develops the test questions?
❏ Who writes the instructions?
❏ Who decides which language (L1/L2) the instructions or questions are written in?
❏ Who selects the key vocabulary?

Test Administration
❏ Who selects the time and date of the exam?
❏ Who chooses the seating arrangements?
❏ Who operates the equipment or reads a script?
❏ Who decides when the test begins and ends?
❏ Who decides how many times the text is read/played?
❏ Who decides how much interaction is allowed during test administration?
❏ Who decides whether and which extra materials (dictionaries, notes, texts) are permissible?

Test Marking
❏ Who has input into marking criteria?
❏ Who marks the tests?
❏ Who verifies or checks that marking is correct?
❏ Who keeps track of scores?
❏ Who determines what remediation is needed?

Scoring: Total the numbers in the boxes and see where your score falls...
19-38: L If your classroom falls into this category, you should explore ways to involve your 

students more.
39-59: K Your students already have many opportunities to be involved in their assessment.

How about exploring new ways to increase their involvement?
60-80: J Your students are already quite involved in your classroom assessment. Perhaps 

you should be helping your colleagues by sharing your ideas.  
81-95: J L Be careful that you are not compromising standards or upsetting your school 

administrators!

FIGURE 1



Conclusion

Although a good testing practice seems
to be at odds with a learner-centered ap-
proach, we believe that not only is it pos-
sible to have aspects of learner-centered-
ness in the listening assessment process,
but that classroom teachers should be ac-
tively pursuing this goal. Proponents of
learner-centered approaches maintain
that increased learner involvement in as-
pects of the learning experience is highly
beneficial. We believe that the benefits of
learner involvement should be further ex-
tended into classroom assessment prac-
tices. Involving learners in their own lis-
tening assessment would be motivating for
students and would help teachers gain in-
sights into what their students really
value.
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Eliciting 
Student-Talk

M I C H A E L E .  R U D D E R

Traditionally, the teacher was viewed as
an organizer of classroom activities; a
controller over the implementation of
these activities; and an evaluator of stu-
dents’ performances of the activities. This
dominant role was based on the premise
that the teacher was the “expert” who
would impart his or her knowledge or “ex-
pertise” to the unknowing student, who in
turn would be assessed by evaluation in-
struments intended to measure the
amount of transferred “expertise.”

Nowadays, students play a much more
active role in the learning process. No
longer passive recipients, they are con-
tributing to the planning and implementa-
tion of what transpires in the classroom;
continually adopting and adapting strate-
gies to accomplish immediate as well as
long-term goals; and acquiring and devel-
oping critical thinking and cooperative
learning skills. This emphasis in language
teaching and learning is on the commu-
nicative nature of language. It is the con-
tent of the message that takes preemi-
nence over accuracy of form. In short, the
essence is language for communication
and self-expression.

The communicative approach empha-
sizes ways to increase student-talk and
decrease teacher-talk. This approach to
language teaching has necessitated in-
cluding in our lesson plans the production
or performance stage, in which students
have the opportunity to use the new lan-
guage in simulated real-life situations.
We create activities that engage students
in meaningful interaction, in which their
attention is focused more on what they are
saying than on how they are saying it. It is
this free practice that enables learners to
use the language outside the “artificial”
context of the classroom.

Message vs. errors

The communicative approach has
forced us to reexamine not only how we
elicit student-talk, but also how we re-
spond to it. Now that we are interested in
the content of the message, at least as
much as the form, we need to respond
genuinely to student-talk with the same
natural emotions that we inject into every-
day conversation. Only by doing this can
we really convince students that we are
interested in what they are saying.

The communicative approach has con-
sequently altered the way we deal with
and react to errors. According to David
Cross (1992), in real life we rarely react to
“local” errors—those which do not inter-
fere with comprehension of the message;
but we do react to “global” errors—those
which impede comprehension of the mes-
sage, simply because of communication
gaps. If we are engaged in activities
aimed at developing fluency, we may
choose not to respond to specific errors at
all, at least immediately. 

If, on the other hand, we are engaged
in activities aimed at improving accuracy,
we may consider it important to respond
to incorrect forms. A simple nod, facial
expression, gesture, or repeat of a mistake
with rising intonation is often sufficient
indication of an incorrect form, which the
student is capable of correcting him/her-
self. Furthermore, if exercised properly
and politely, students are generally not
intimidated by input or help from their
peers. Both self-correction and peer-cor-
rection encourage the active role of the
student and promote cooperative learning
in the classroom.

Free and controlled activities

With the renewed emphasis on student
involvement, the teacher is obliged to cre-
ate and implement both controlled and
free activities that encourage students to
speak. The venue for speaking can and
should be integrated with the teaching of
listening, reading, and writing skills.

When the focus is on listening or read-
ing skills, the students are drawn into the
schema-building, vocabulary discussion,
or other preparatory activities of the
prelistening or prereading stage. Further-
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